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TV Everywhere: The Thundering Herd
John Lansing, CTAM 

The horse race known as over-the-top video is dominated today by three entries: Netfl ix, 
Hulu Plus and Amazon Prime (with a couple of young colts in the stable).  

Each has a substantial set of customers. Each has a large library of on-demand content, 
albeit consisting of reruns of fi rst-run cable shows and only a smattering of original programs. 
Each has a consumer-friendly price point. So was the horse race lost for pay TV providers 
before they ever got to the starting gate? 

For a while it seemed so, but suddenly you can hear the hoof beats pounding on the inside 
rail, and the name of the fastest horse: TV everywhere.

What does this horse have that the others lack? Let’s do the comparisons. TV everywhere 
is not a consumer-facing brand, but it is an increasingly recognized category of more than 100 
robust apps from top entertainment brands, including programmers like Fox Networks and 
NBCUniversal, and service providers like Cox Communications and Comcast.  

In fact, TV everywhere isn’t a single horse. It’s a charging herd of horses known by house-
hold names – Xfi nityGo, WatchESPN, and FXNow. And each, along with dozens more, is stronger on its own merits than 
Netfl ix, Hulu Plus and Amazon Prime combined.  

Consider this. Yes, Netfl ix has plenty of library TV content and a limited selection of on-demand original content. But 
it has exactly zero hours of live, linear streaming current-season content. Netfl ix has no live news and no live sports. But 
take any one of the TV everywhere thoroughbreds and you’ll discover live, linear streaming of thousands of hours of 
content, including news, sports and major TV events like the Olympics, March Madness and World Cup Soccer. Plus, 
you’ll fi nd current and stacked seasons of on-demand content from a long list of cable networks, available on-the-go on 
any mobile device, with a consistent user experience that is competitive with OTT entrants.  

Today, industry apps, with names like “go,” “watch” and “now,” collectively known as TV everywhere, offer the most 
complete set of experiences far and away. … 

In a study conducted for CTAM by HUB Research, the audience segment most impressed with TV everywhere was 
18-to-34-year-olds. In fact, 54% of them said that the experience improved their value perceptions of both cable chan-
nels and service providers. ◆

John Lansing is president and CEO of the Cable & Telecommunications Association for Marketing.
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NUMBER

20%
The share of additional TV channels 

that Cox Communications customers 
view on the MSO’s Contour user 
interface for set-tops and mobile 
devices when compared with the 
operator’s legacy video platform, 
according to Colleen Langner, 

senior vice president of marketing 
operations for Cox, speaking last 

Tuesday (May 5) at an INTX session 
focused on personalized television. 

“Piracy does not excite us. Trust me, we respect IP rights 
& had many people working hard to be responsive 
last night (including myself)”

Periscope CEO Keyvon Beykpour (@kayvz), responding to 
an outcry over free live streams of the pay-per-view fight 
May 2 between Floyd Mayweather and Manny Pacquiao.
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Source: Limelight Networks, The State of 
Online Video, a study based on responses 
from 1,206 consumers
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“It is really terrible 
regulation. … We are 
happy to be abroad.”

Mike Fries, president and CEO of cable 
operator Liberty Global, which has more 

than 27 million video, broadband and phone 
customers outside the U.S., May 6, on an 

INTX panel of fi ve MSO CEOs, in reference to 
the Federal Communications Commission’s 

decision to regulate broadband under Title II
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